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Introduction

By Tony Ecock, Welsh, Carson, Anderson & Stowe

Enhancing private equity returns through better due diligence and post-close operational improvements has only become more important since we published our first book on the topic, The Operating Partner in Private Equity, in 2011. Valuation multiples are currently at all-time highs and there is more competition among private equity firms than ever. To prevail in a competitive process requires a clear view not only of the asset you are buying but also how you are going to improve its value over time and exit successfully. Firms that make good investments will do well; firms that make good investments and enhance their value will do better and attract more capital. It is safe to say that no matter what the future holds for valuation multiples, debt availability, interest rates or the global economy, the importance of adding operating value to private equity portfolio company investments has been well established.

Naturally, the field of private equity operational diligence and value enhancement has progressed to address this need. Whether we, as operating partners, are ahead or behind the curve is a matter of debate. Clearly the resources dedicated to the task have grown. There are now over 500 members in PEOPEN<sup>TM</sup>, the Private Equity Operating Partner Executive Network<sup>TM</sup> for full-time, on-staff operating partners. There are many times that number of part-time operating partners, advisors, individual consultants and board members focused on improving the value of private equity portfolio companies. There are also hundreds of successful generalist and niche consulting firms, service providers and vendors that serve just about any need. As a result, the tools available to assess companies and add value to them have progressed steadily over time.

In this context, we investigated whether enough progress has been made to warrant a second book on the topic. I was pleased that it was easy to identify a few dozen potential topics of which we chose the most relevant 15 for the content of this book. While the first book laid a strong foundation of core skills with topics such as setting up an operating group, driving revenue growth and effective cost management, this book hopes to complement the first and go a step further with more focus on advanced topics requiring judgement such as value addition at the portfolio level, company and opportunity prioritisation, risk assessment, debt and CEO talent.

I am particularly proud of the group of authors we have assembled. They are all senior people in the field who have brought thoughtful views to their topics based on years of experience and reflection. We have tried to recognise the breadth of private equity investing around the world, across different sectors and from small early-stage investments to large mega-buyouts. While the need for private equity owners to perform insightful diligence, grow revenues, cut costs and accelerate cash flows may be similar, the solutions will be different based on the sector, the size of company, the resources.
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at hand and the risk profile of the investors. The authors as a group have worked in all such investing environments and come from all different types of firms and we aim to reflect this broad perspective throughout this publication.

The book begins with my advice for adding operating value at the portfolio level, then Jay Bartlett at Parthenon-EY shares his perspective on what LPs look for in operating approaches.

We then explore specific examples and best practices from our team of operating partner experts:

- Mike Kohlsdorf at Francisco Partners provides a behind the scenes look at the role of a typical operating partner and the consistent focus on value creation.
- Dan Colbert discusses how The Riverside Company built and refined its operating approach with key lessons for achieving success.
- Shahriyar Rahmati at The Gores Group provides advice for dealing with the debt component of private equity and the role the operating partner can play in maximising the value of investments.
- Scott Glickman, Dan Soroka and Sara Boyd at Graham Partners outline a programme for proactively identifying and reducing business model risks.
- Mark Gillett of Silver Lake, and David Moss, independent advisor, provide a framework for assessing and addressing transformational versus incremental change.
- Christopher Springer at Alliance Holdings illustrates the importance of picking your spots – how situational factors dictate how aggressive an approach you should take.
- Sandy Ogg at The Blackstone Group proposes three action points for ensuring the portfolio company CEO search and selection process is successful.
- My colleague Steve Larned at Welsh, Carson, Anderson & Stowe (WCAS) teamed up with James Corey and André Martinelli, experts at Blue Ridge Partners, to provide advice on how to drive organic growth in a high valuation environment within a short time frame.
- Kristoffer Nino of Orbis Invest offers a comprehensive guide to implementing KPIs in a portfolio company with best practice examples tailored to private equity.

We also called upon third-party resources with extensive private equity practices to share their expertise:

- Stephan Liozu, Founder of Value Innoruption Advisors, identifies the critical issues that operating executives should consider in order to capture value through greater price realisation.
- A team of experts at Alvarez & Marsal – Nick Alvarez, Markus Lahrkamp, Ajay Raina and Jeff Shaffer - share advice for navigating the challenges of carve-outs, exploring potential risks and outlining key factors that can determine or undermine success throughout the deal lifecycle.
- Matt Sondag, Keith Campbell and Kyle Sarausky at West Monroe Partners provide useful tips for how to select and optimise the emerging role of the IT operating partner.
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- Othon Prounis, Eva Carman and Amanda Raad, partners at the law firm Ropes & Gray provide an overview of recent hot-button regulatory issues facing the private equity industry and how these issues affect operating partners.

I would also like to thank the following people who have been instrumental: Paul Queally and Tony de Nicola, Co-presidents of WCAS, who provided me with the opportunity to start the WCAS Resources Group and infinite support along the way. My colleagues in the WCAS Resources Group who make it all happen along with everyone else at WCAS and in our portfolio companies who have been receptive to our team and work.

In particular I would like to thank Kate Seward, Senior Program Director at WCAS for her assistance in keeping the project on track and editing my work for this book. Kate has been instrumental over the last seven years in building the Resources Group and the collaborative relationships we enjoy with our portfolio companies.

I also thank my colleagues in PEOPEN™ who have shared so many of their own insights with me and the private equity and consulting firms for generously sharing their wisdom and intellectual property with us.
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Finally, of course I would like to thank and recognise the outstanding group of authors without whom such a book would not be possible. As senior people they are all very busy, typically travelling every week and responding to urgent deal opportunities and operational challenges. I would like to acknowledge their tireless work, often on late nights and weekends, over the past nine months and the sacrifices they and their families and friends have made.

Private equity is ultimately about building and growing great businesses. Operating partners play just one role in the process along with everyone else who works with portfolio companies. I hope that everyone who reads this book learns something that helps them and, as always, I welcome feedback so that we can continue to learn from one another and improve our collective capabilities.

Tony Ecock
New York 2015